In this paper new formulae for the computation of orbital periods and mean distances of secondary bodies from a primary central body are given as a function (i) of an integer orbit number, and (ii) of the mass of the primary. Not all orbits numbered by the consecutive integers are occupied by the secondaries; on the contrary, most of them remain empty.
INTRODUCTION
The mean distances of planets from the Sun increase in some deterministic manner. (1) which is satisfied for all the planets except Neptune. But the Titius-Bode rule in its pristine form cannot be applied to the satellites of the planets. In the book of Nieto (1972) there is presented a comprehensive discussion of many generalizations of the Titius-Bode rule, including those valid for satellites systems. The generalizations: (i) are based on simple fitting of multi-parameter mathematical formulae to the real distances (e.g. the Blagg-Richardson formulation), or (ii) they are supported by some physical premises (as in electromagnetic and gravitational theories), (iii) A more modern approach, mostly developed after the publication of Nieto's book, 178 Z. ZAWISLAWSKI et al. to an arrangement of primary/secondary mean distances must take into account the results of modelling of planet and satellite formation from primordial nebulae (e.g. see the papers of Cox and Lewis, 1980; Wetherill, 1980; Weidenschilling and Davis, 1985; Lissauer, 1995; and many others) . However, in these works the central distances are rather the byproducts or even fixed parameters of an accretion theory to which a post-accretional system must converge. Alfven and Arrhenius (1976) simply rejected any physical significance of the Titius-Bode rule.
In short: the regularities concerning planetary and satellite distances exist but their origins are not clear as yet. The orbit/orbit and spin/orbit resonances are the only classes of exceptions, which can be explained on the basis of celestial mechanics. Since none of the calculations mentioned above are similar to our approach we therefore believe that our method is worth presenting. In this paper the regularities concerning mean distances and orbital periods are described on the basis of one assumption that the ratio of the distances of the allowed neighbour planets from the Sun is a constant value. A similar assumption concerns the satellites orbiting a giant planet. Hereafter, the Sun or the giant planets are called primary bodies. Corresponding to that the planets or the satellites of the giant planets are called the secondary bodies. It has been found that the mean distances from primary to secondary obey the rule, which is valid for five systems: the planetary system, and the four giant-planet satellite systems. Therefore our approach is much more general than that of the Titius-Bode rule. Contrary to the Titius-Bode rule our calculations show that only some of the 'allowed' mean distances and corresponding orbital periods are occupied by the secondary bodies. The results are in good agreement with observations.
THE RELATIONS BETWEEN MEAN DISTANCES (OR ORBITAL PERIODS) OF THE SECONDARY BODIES IN THE SOLAR SYSTEM
Let us assume that in the Solar System the ratio of the 'allowed' mean distances k a and 1 + k a from the primary body with the mass M is a constant value:
This formula presents only one, but essential, assumption of the paper.
From equation (2) it follows that the mean distance of a secondary body with number k+n can be expressed by the mean distance with number k by the formula:
From equation (3) and from Kepler's third law:
it follows that the orbital period corresponding to the orbit with number k + n is expressed by the formula:
which is the crucial one for the further considerations concerning regularities between central distances in the planetary system as well as in satellite systems. Let us describe in detail the calculations based on equation (5) (5) by Tk and taking logarithms of both sides we get:
In the eight equations (6.1)-(6.8) there are nine unknowns, namely eight positive integers l, m, n, p, q, r, s, t and a positive real M β -To determine all nine unknowns it is necessary to assume one of them is a parameter. We are looking for the smallest values of the unknown integers, thus it is convenient to assume one (for example l) of them as a parameter. If we start our calculations from l=1 then M β is simply given by equation (6.1); next, from equation (6.2) with the previously found M β we can derive m as the closest integer number to the computed real value of m. In the following step, we update the new value for M β as the mean from equations (6.1) and (6.2) taking the previously calculated integers l and m. Next, the third unknown integer n can be determined from equation (6.3), etc. If these calculations give one of the consecutive unknown integers equal to zero then we must reject the previous results and start the calculations from the beginning with the new value l=2. If l=2 does not satisfy the condition that the consecutive unknown integers are positive we must repeat the calculations with l=3, etc. Indeed, in the case of the Sun and nine planets we have found that l=1 does not satisfy the required conditions; however the next value l=2 allows us to solve the set of equations (6) From this moment the integers l, m,..., t are treated as known values. However, the value of M β computed in the last step as well as in the previous steps does not satisfy all of these equations simultaneously. Therefore M β must be adjusted using an appropriate mathematical method. So it was computed as the robust mean (Press et al., 1992) using all the combinations of orbital periods of pairs of planets from all the planets. The robust estimate enables the elimination of big errors in M β these errors are caused by the fact that one of the planets is not on the orbit corresponding to an integer number. The final result for M β for the planetary system is shown in the first row of Alfven and Arrhenius (1976) . **The 'asteroids' orbital period Treal and mean solar distance areal are artificial, since they denote the geometrical averages for four asteroids, namely 1 Ceres, 2 Pallas, 3 Juno and 4 Vesta. This choice of asteroids follows that of Nieto (1972) and corresponds to some of the largest and most massive asteroids. Indeed, according to Tedesco et al. (1989) the diameters of 1 Ceres, 2 Pallas, 4 Vesta, and 3 Juno are 913 km, 523 km, 501 km, and 244 km, respectively; according to Millis and Dunhem (1989) the masses of 1 Ceres, 2 Pallas, 4 Vesta are (5.9 ± 0.3), (1.08 ± 0.22) and (1.38 ± 0.12) in units of 10 -10 MSun. ***Chiron data, according to French et al. (1989) , are T = 50.7y, a = 13.7 a.u., and eccentricity e = 0.38. The Chiron radius, according to Stern (1994) , is in the range 83-150 km. Comparison of real Chiron parameters T, a with our calculated ones presents surprisingly good agreement. However, since Chiron's orbit is chaotic and subject to strong perturbations due to Saturn, there are two possibilities of an interpretation of this agreement: (i) it is rather accidental, or (ii) Chiron's orbital period and mean solar distance are 'as they are', because they are oscillating around the parameters predicted by our method. where z and Mo are constants to be found. Taking into account equation (7) we find that this value of M β gives M γ = 1; therefore this means that our fundamental starting equation (2) loses its sense if the primary body mass is less than Mo. In practice, this means that we cannot apply our method to deduce regularities in primary/secondary distances in low-mass and few-member systems (e.g. Earth, Mars, Pluto, and the asteroid Ida).
When the pair M β and M in equation (8) (8) can be created. Therefore, we have obtained a system of five equations with two unknowns z and Mo. They were determined using a robust straight-line fit (Press et al., 1992 ) through a set of data points: z = 0.02725 and Mo = 1.044 x 10 25 kg = 1.747 MEarth.
Comparison of the right-hand side of equations (7) and (8) (3) and (5), the orbital period and mean distance of a secondary body with number k + n can be determined from the orbital period and mean distance with number k using the recursion formulae:
The orbit number k = 0 in equations (10) and (11) can be assigned for any secondary body arbitrarily chosen. In this paper the orbit number 0 was chosen for the secondary body having the largest mass. 
STATISTICAL VERIFICATION OF THE RESULTS
From Figures 2-6 we can see that the calculated positions (described by integer numbers) of secondary bodies differ slightly from the real ones. Therefore, to verify the results some statistical analysis is necessary. To each observed orbital period of a secondary body a real orbital number can be attributed. This real number differs from a neighbouring integer by no more than 0.5. A simple statistical algorithm described below takes into account the absolute values of these differences. Equation (11) is a linear relation between orbital numbers and logarithms of orbital periods. Therefore, the difference between the logarithms of the computed and the nearest observed orbital period divided by the difference of the logarithms of neighbouring computed orbital periods is the absolute value of the difference between the real (in reality) and integer (in the model) value of an orbital number:
Here T, Tk < T < Tk+1, is a real orbital period of a secondary body. According to this definition 0 < k ε < 0.5. Veverka (1991) . Stone and Miner (1989) . for the Titius-Bode rule applied to a planetary system have been performed. In the case of a planetary system our method is less accurate than the Titius-Bode rule. However, in contrast to the Titius-Bode rule, it is valid for diverse subsystems of the Solar System. "The mean value of 39 random numbers with a uniform distribution is about 0.25 with standard deviation 0.04. So, our result 0.157 ± 0.025 is considerably outside the range for random numbers.
The accuracy of a model can be measured by calculating the mean value of all of the epsilons (the mean value of the error of 'the real orbit number')
where N is the total number of secondary bodies in the system, see Table 7 . If k ε of the secondary bodies were random numbers with a uniform distribution ranging from 0 to 0.5 then the expected mean value of them would be 25
. We can see in the case of all the systems considered that the value of > < ε are considerably less than 0.25 (Table 7) . This presents a strong argument that our values of logarithms of orbital periods of secondary bodies are not uniformly distributed random numbers. Thus, orbital periods and mean distances are not random either. Similar statistics has been performed for the mean distances of eight planets as well as eight planets plus an 'average asteroid' computed using the formulae of this paper and the Titius-Bode rule (Table 7) ; the Titius-Bode rule does not hold for Neptune at all.
The orbital periods of secondary bodies exceed the theoretical ones probably due to mutual gravitational attractions of these secondary bodies. If these mutual gravitational attractions were taken into account then the orbital period errors would probably be smaller, and this needs further investigations.
CONCLUSIONS
The results of this paper are based only on one simple assumption (2) that the ratio of mean distances attributed to the 'allowed' orbits of secondary bodies is a constant value for the considered primary/secondaries system. This constant value depends only on the mass of the primary body of the system. It has been found that our calculation method of central distances of secondaries can be valid for such systems in which the mass of the primary body exceeds Mo = 1.747M Earth -Although this mass has been found with quite good accuracy, we cannot at present give a physical interpretation of Mo. The statistical analysis of the results shows rather clearly that the five subsystems of our Solar System obey the initial assumption and the orbits of secondaries are not randomly distributed. The calculations also reveal such mean distances or orbital periods corresponding to them, which are not occupied by planets or satellites. The orbits with mean solar distances of 73.64 and 102.6 a.u. (Table 2 ) represent the hypothetical Kuiper belt.
